(* Required reading)

Crusading/Eastern Romances:
1. *Song of Roland
2. Stanzaic Gay of Warwick
3. Richard Coeur de Lion
4. King of Tars
5. King Alissaunter

Arthurian/Celtic Romances:
6. *Alliterative Morte Arthur
7. *Stanzaic Morte Arthure
11. Prose Merlin (TEAMS)
12. *Sir Tristrem
13. *Lancelot of the Lake
15. Lawman, Brut (selections)
16. Brut Chronicle (selections)
17. Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain (trans.)

Other Romances:
18. King Horn
19. Havelock the Dane
20. *Bevis of Hampton

Middle English Alliterative Tradition
22. *Saint Erkenwald
23. Richard the Redeless
24. Wynmere and Wastoure
25. *Langland, Piers Plowman (C Text)

(Cotton Nero A.X) *
26. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
27. Pearl
28. Patience
29. Cleanness

Anglo-Norman:
30. Voyage of St. Brendan
32. Chardri, Le Petite Plet

Drama:
33. *York Cycle
34. *Croxtton Play of the Sacrament
35. Cornish Ordinalia
36. *Everyman
37. *Macro Plays: The Castle of Perseverance, Wisdom, Mankind

**M.E. Women**
38. Ancrene Wisse
39. The Assembly of Ladies
40. The Flower and the Leaf
41. Isle of Ladies
42. *Christine de Pisan, Book of the City of Ladies* (trans.)
43. *The Book of Margery Kempe*
44. *Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Divine Love*
45. *The Life of Christina of Markyate* (trans.)
46. Katherine Group
47. *Marie de France, Lais* (trans.)

**Other:**
48. *Gower, Confessio amantis* (*esp. Book 8 / Apollonius of Tyre; Mirour de l’omme and Vox clamantis*
49. Harley Lyrics (ed. Brook)
50. *Hoccleve, Regiment of Princes* (prologue and selections)
51. *James I, The Kings Quair*
52. *Lydgate, Troy Book* (selections in TEAMS)
53. Selection of Religious Lyrics (ed. Gray)
54. Seven Sages of Rome
55. Charles of Orleans, English Poems
56. *Chaucer, Complete Works*
57. Cursor Mundi
58. Excerpts from the South English Legendary (TEAMS)

**Scottish Chaucerians**
59. Douglas, *Eneados* (prologues, selections from 1,7,8,12)
60. Dunbar, *Works*

**Debates:**
62. *Mum and the Sothsegger*
63. *The Owl and the Nightingale*
64. Parliament of the Three Ages

**Secondary Texts:**